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Very real barriers to teenagers playing and  
hearing thrilling orchestral music are starting  
to come down, upended by our determination  
that this life-enhancing music has to be shared  
with everyone.  

Many musicians in the National Youth Orchestra of 
Great Britain have been trying their utmost to lift up 
other young musicians to give them a fairer chance to 
shine, especially if an orchestral concert hall is a very 
unfamiliar place for their family.

They have been doing this by helping out on NYO Inspire, 
where hundreds of young musicians from state schools  
have grabbed their first chance to play in a big ensemble, 
including young Black, Asian and other ethnic minority 
musicians whose voices should be heard in the  
orchestral world.

‘It was quite a step up for me from playing in my school,’ says 
13-year-old trombonist Hugo McGurk who goes to his local 
comprehensive. ‘I learned a lot at NYO Inspire in February 
about performance and rehearsal techniques which I didn’t 
know before. The biggest thing was being taught how to 
play your piece while listening to what everyone else is 
playing, and adapting your playing to integrate. I hadn’t 
been thinking about that so much.’

Many NYO Inspire musicians had a chance to put their new 
skills into practice in April performing a piece commissioned 
by the PRS Foundation called Hands Free by composer 
Anna Meredith.

YOUNG MUSICIANS ARE  
   BREAKING DOWN THE BARRIERS  
 IN ORCHESTRAL MUSIC 

Hundreds of teenagers – many of 
whom had never heard orchestral 

music live before – poured into NYO 
concerts in Saffron Walden and 

London this April, to be enthralled 
by people their own age giving a 

riotous performance of wonderful 
music, from Stravinsky’s The Rite 
of Spring to Toussaint’s wild and 

thrilling encore, Suite de Mambos  
de Perez Prado.  Many of you 
donated the free tickets that  

made this possible. Thank you! Ph
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Turn over to find out how NYO musicians’ efforts  
to help their peers, with less experience but the 
talent and commitment to be great, were received



‘Learning from NYO 
musicians gives you that 
little nudge, to keep on 
improving. You realise 
that could be you in a 
couple of years!’
VICKY ALVAREZ,  
NYO INSPIRE PERCUSSION

 

Getting into the National Youth Orchestra is often the catapult for getting into the best conservatoires 
and perhaps later joining our country’s most renowned orchestras.  

To audition for NYO, you need to play at Grade 8 level on an orchestral instrument. But you also need to show that 
you can blend with a large ensemble, which usually means you’re at a school with a well-funded music department.  

Not every talented young musician has had this chance. If you could help a young musician overflowing with 
possibility to have a fairer chance to shine at NYO auditions in September, read on.

HOW WE ARE LIFTING UP YOUNG MUSICIANS WITH FEWER  
       OPPORTUNITIES, SO THEY CAN BECOME BRILLIANT TOO

A HEAD START ON THE AUDITION MUSIC

The NYO Inspire Orchestra is now  
offering open days for working on a 
musical excerpt that will be a key part  
of NYO auditions. All musicians will have 
this excerpt ahead of time, but for those 
with less experience and support, playing 
it with the NYO Inspire Orchestra first 
means they’ll be able to hear in their minds 
what else is going on in the music, and 
reflect it in their playing to the panel.

ENCOURAGEMENT TO GIVE THE 
AUDITION A GO

If the orchestral world feels like somewhere 
you wouldn’t fit in, or you lack confidence, 
it can stop you even applying to join 
NYO. That’s why we’re running online 
open evenings to help people feel more 
encouraged, where NYO alumni and tutors 
explain what to expect at the audition 
assessment, and you can feel how friendly 
we are! We also explain how it’s free to 
audition, there’s help with travel costs if 
needed, and bursaries for NYO musicians.

NYO tutors are world-class. But what you may not know is that 
young musicians from the National Youth Orchestra of Great 
Britain also play a critical role at NYO Inspire where they reach 
out a hand to musicians with less experience and share with  
them the useful things they’ve learned so far.  

‘Playing with an orchestra, instead of 
as a soloist, is a new concept for some 
people,’ says NYO trombonist Ben 
Loksa. ‘When you’re helping out on 
Inspire, you can spot musicians who 
haven’t had the chance to do much 
group playing because they tend to 
be a bit held back or too forward. It’s 
easy to overwhelm with a trombone, so 
I help the trombonists think about that. 
I remember I had to learn to dial back a 
bit, like when the violins came in.’

For many NYO Inspire musicians 
who don’t have much opportunity to 

practice ensemble-playing, it 
can feel like learning to tap your 
head and rub your stomach at the 
same time. ‘You have to focus on 
playing that tricky bit and listen 
for what the cymbals are doing 
and look at your music and watch 
your principal and watch your 
conductor…’ says NYO double-
bassist Tom Judge. ‘It’s a lot if you 
haven’t had the chance to do it 
before. But when Inspire musicians 
see that someone their age has 
learned to do it, it gives  
them confidence.’

TEENAGERS TO TEENAGERS:  
OUR ROCKET FUEL

This approach is making a huge 
impression on teenagers with  
less ensemble experience.

Charlotte McLaughlin was one of the 
NYO Inspire trombonists Ben worked 
with. ‘You could tell that he really 
wanted to help us. We were able 
to watch him in our section and see 
exactly what he was doing.’

‘It was so helpful having someone 
your own age but more experienced 
showing you the ropes,’ agrees NYO 
Inspire percussionist Vicky Alvarez.  
‘An NYO percussionist helped guide 
our group and you could copy what 
they did’ .

‘NYO is a community that inspires each 
other,’ sums up NYO Inspire flautist 
Lara Ali. ‘We had a big chat with the 
NYO musicians, and it was so useful 
hearing about their musical paths and 
how NYO is helping them to get into 
conservatoire, which is something I 
want to do. Feeling their passion gave 
me a lot of passion for my future too.’

WE’RE HELPING YOUNG MUSICIANS GET A  
FAIRER CHANCE TO SHINE AT NYO AUDITIONS

THE FRIENDLIEST, MOST  
UPLIFTING AUDITION EVER!

At NYO auditions, there’s no 10 
minutes in a waiting room followed by 
terror in front of a stern panel and then 
out you go! Our whole-day audition 
assessments are about bringing out a 
nervous teenage musician’s absolute 
best, and making them feel noticed 
and appreciated.  

The panel welcomes you, asks about 
the music you love and tries to get 
to know you a little. Whether you’re 
ready for NYO or not, you leave with 
an uplifting musical experience from 
a creative, fun workshop, and an 
invitation into all kinds of NYO activities 
to help you develop and try again.

If you’d like to give one talented, 
nervous young musician, who  
has never done anything like this 
before, a confidence-boosting, 
thrilling assessment day like this,  
it costs £140.

A FREE ONE-TO-ONE  
TUTOR SESSION

It can be hard to know what we’re 
looking for if you haven’t had 
support to prepare for playing 
with a high-level orchestra.

So between now and September,  
NYO tutors are providing  
free 30 minute one-to-one 
sessions to help close the gap  
and give young musicians  
that help.

Would you consider giving a 
potentially life-changing  
one-to-one session with an 
NYO tutor to a young musician 
who hasn’t had the same 
opportunities as others who  
will be auditioning for NYO  
in September? The cost is  
just £25.

KNOW THIS!

This is the opposite of an audition where if a young musician doesn’t pass, they’re shown the door! If they aren’t ready for NYO,  
they’ll usually be invited to join a whole range of musical activities to help them keep improving and enjoying orchestral music.
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A GENEROUS PIANIST THROUGH AND THROUGH

Thank you for sharing that feeling  
you love!

This April, hundreds of young people  
were able to share – many for the first time – 
that almost indescribable feeling you have 
when you listen to gorgeous orchestral 
music live in a concert hall. Two NYO 
concerts saw teenagers taking their seats 
holding in their hands a free ticket very 
kindly donated by someone like you.

We look forward to welcoming more 
teenagers this summer thanks to a 
generous response to this appeal.

THANK YOU FOR SHARING 
THAT FEELING YOU LOVE!

Giving the absolute best of yourself so 
that other musicians can be their best 
too, is the very spirit of NYO. It was also 
the trademark of Gillian Butterworth, 
a warm and generous pianist who has 
remembered young musicians in her will 
with a gift to NYO.

Her cellist and composer son, Robin, told 
us ‘She was not a soloist – one of her chief 
joys was in performing chamber music, 
including with cellist Amaryllis Fleming, 
and the Dartington String Quartet. She 
was an exceptional accompanist and 
singing coach.

‘While booking artists for Stevenage 
Arts Centre, she engaged musicians 
like Julian Bream, Paul Tortelier and Sir 
Adrian Boult, and she used to tell the 
story of how Sir Adrian’s chauffeur, just 

before the start of the concert, would 
ceremonially walk to the conductor’s 
rostrum carrying the great man’s baton 
on a cushion.’

Gillian spent the last 54 years of her life 
in Winchester, where she worked in the 
music department of Winchester School 
of Art. This wonderful supporter of young 
people is survived by her two children, 
Louise and Robin.

Many NYO supporters sent a postcard to go  
with their donated ticket, wishing a teenager  
a wonderful concert.

DON’T MISS THE DOCUMENTARY ABOUT NYO!
BBC Radio 4 has been making a documentary about NYO! It focuses on the 
immense work behind our April performance of Stravinsky’s The Rite of Spring, 
and is pencilled in to be broadcast on 12 July 2022. Please check listings  
closer to the date for full details. We look forward to sharing the process 
behind this epic piece of music.

COME AND  
HEAR US PLAY!
NYO Open Up: Free Spirits
Programme:
Danny Elfman Wunderkammer 
(world premiere tour)
Gershwin Rhapsody in Blue  
(orch. Grofé)
Ravel Daphnis et Chloé

Simone Dinnerstein piano
Andrew Gourlay conductor

Bridgewater Hall, Manchester  
Wed 3 Aug 2022, time tbc  
Box Office: 0161 907 9000

Saffron Hall, Saffron Walden  
Fri 5 Aug 2022, 7.00pm
Box Office: 0845 548 7650

BBC Proms, London  
Sat 6 Aug 2022, 7.30pm
Box Office: 020 7070 4441 

For further details, please see 
www.nyo.org.uk/2022

COME AND SEE US REHEARSE!
We hosted almost 100 supporters 
on the NYO residency in Kent in 
April - a joyful day filled with music, 
a visit to Canterbury Cathedral, 
and lunch with our conductor  
and visiting artists. 

If you would like to come and visit 
our residency in Newcastle this July, 
please ring us on 0300 304 5255  
or email Bethany Southworth at 
b.southworth@nyo.org.uk for further 
details once they are confirmed.

Can we invite you?
Do you receive our invitations  
and NYO news by email? If you 
don’t yet and would like to,  
please let Bethany know at 
b.southworth@nyo.org.uk. If you 
don’t use email, but would like 
to know about rehearsals and 
other events you could come to, 
please phone Bethany for more 
information on 0300 304 5255.

National Youth Orchestra 
of Great Britain, 10 Great 
Turnstile, London WC1V 7JU
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